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McCain’s Funeral and the Antichrist’s Head Wound 
 
This past weekend we were treated to a series of rather bizarre 
statements from Senator John McCain saying that he didn't want 
President Donald Trump at his funeral!  Well, why is he planning a 
funeral? Supposedly because he has brain cancer but I suspect that 
he doesn't really have brain cancer. I think he is prefiguring the 
Antichrist and in the Bible the Antichrist also has a head wound but it is 
fake; 'as it were' as Saint John says. And I'm curious, if Senator John 
McCain is faking it, what would be his rationale?  
 
He said he didn't want to invite President Donald Trump to his funeral. 
What a ridiculous statement that was; but he did want to invite Vice 
President, Mike Pence, former President, George Bush, and former 
President, Barack Obama. If I were Mike Pence I would be a little 
nervous about being lumped in with those two because Q Anon says 
there's a lot of treason in the Deep State and he has suggested that 
John McCain will be charged with treason. Is that why he had this 
attack of brain cancer? Is it real? Or, as I say, is he prefiguring the 
Antichrist with a fake head wound? Do I have any justification for 
claiming that John McCain is faking it? 
 
Well, shortly after he had his diagnosis of brain cancer he was given a 
medical boot because supposedly he developed a tear in his Achilles 
tendon on his right leg and he had to wear a protective boot. And it 
wasn't long before, a few weeks later, this picture was taken and the 
boot was on the other foot. As much as I know about Achilles heel 
tendons, the injury does not migrate from one leg to the other. So let 
me show you these funny pictures; and of course, the internet picked 
up on this right away. 
 
Here’s McCain standing in the Capitol with his boot on his right leg. 
Here he is sitting in the garden with his wife and the boot is on the 
other leg. Here he is standing with his boot on his right leg and here he 
is sitting in a wheelchair and, lo and behold, the boot is back on his left 
leg. So I think I have a pretty good justification for accusing McCain of 
faking it. He is certainly and obviously faking the wound on his Achilles 
heel tendon.  
 
 
 
 



 
 
But, that's not what the government said from Walter Reed Hospital. 
Here's the statement that I guess they issued: 'Senator McCain was 
treated at Walter Reed Memorial Center over the weekend for a 
minor tear in his right Achilles tendon as well as for other normal 
and non-life-threatening side effects of cancer therapy'.  I never 
heard of tearing your Achilles tendon as a normal side effect of cancer 
therapy. In fact, I looked it up on the Internet. I googled: 'side effects of 
cancer therapy' and I looked up the National Institute of Health. They 
list 23 possible side effects. Nowhere do they list a possible tear to 
your Achilles tendon. And I looked at some other sites, probably looked 
at 50 different possible side effects. Tearing your Achilles tendon is not 
a side effect of cancer treatment. 
 
And here's the rest of the statement: 'Senator McCain has returned 
to work in the Senate and will be wearing a walking boot until the 
injured tendon is fully healed.'  (Or, until he decides to switch it to his 
other left foot.) Now, I added that part; he didn't put that in his press 
release. After the internet pointed out the hypocrisy, or the fakery, of 
John McCain switching his walking boot from the injured foot, 
supposedly injured foot, to the other foot, here's what he put out, he 
said: 'Thank you for your support and best wishes. My left leg was 
doing extra work to compensate for the boot so I'm giving it a 
break. I still hate wearing the boot but it won't slow us down from 
frying seven turkeys today.'  Now isn't that comical?  The reason I 
suggest that McCain may be a precursor of the fake head wound to the 
Antichrist was because our Lord often uses actions of high-profile 
figures, like Senator McCain, to prefigure End Times actions in these 
End Times. For example, when Barack Obama accepted his Nobel 
Peace Prize, and when he gave his acceptance speech, he used the 
word 'war' 44 times. That was not accidental. That was to indicate that 
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Barack Obama is indeed the Leopard as found in Daniel, chapter 
number 7.  
 
And let me read to you what the Bible says about the head wound of 
the Antichrist, Revelation 13, verse number 3: 'And I saw one of his 
heads, as it were, wounded to death and his deadly wound was 
healed and all the earth wondered after the beast.'  As I have 
explained on this program many times, the Antichrist has seven heads, 
so obviously, we're talking symbolism here. And his number one head 
is the False Prophet. Remember those seven heads have names of 
blasphemy. They represent the seven apostate major religions of the 
End Times. Could it be that Pope Francis, as the False Prophet, will 
also suffer a wound, a fake deadly wound. And what would cause him 
to do that? Why would he bring about a false flag? I suspect for the 
same reason John McCain has done so. McCain wants sympathy, just 
in case President Trump accuses him of treason and he is indicted. If 
the President, Donald Trump, knows that McCain is going to die 
shortly, that he's going to have a funeral, he knows that it would not be 
popular for him to kick a man while he’s down, so to speak.  
 
But what if it's fake, as I suggest? Pope Francis could do the exact 
same thing. President Trump has said, I shouldn't say President 
Trump, Q Anon, to me they are synonymous, has said that this month 
is going to be a terrible May for the Pope. I suspect that is because it 
will be revealed he is not a legitimate Pope; that he has been put in 
office by people like George Soros, Barack Obama, the Clintons, John 
Podesta and so on. I think he's got proof of that. That's why it's going 
to be a terrible May for Pope Francis and Pope Francis will do the 
exact same thing as John McCain. He will elicit sympathy from the 
people by staging a false flag and he will suffer a deadly wound, 'as it 
were', as the Bible says. And President Trump will hold back on 
revealing the information that he has about the election of Pope 
Francis. 
 
So that is my message for today. I'm tying together all the ridiculous 
statements that John McCain said this past weekend about not inviting 
Donald Trump to his funeral. And it's interesting that if he's going to 
actually have a funeral why is he still serving in Congress? He's not 
really thinking much of the people. He has not yet resigned; have you 
noticed that? That's another indication to me that McCain is as phony 
as a $3 bill. 


